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Chapter 15: Maximizing Influencer Marketing 

The Influencer Marketing industry is predicted to reach as high as $10 billion dollars in 2020. In 
other words, if your brand isn’t using influencer marketing currently then you should be. Influencer 
marketing is when your brand hires a social media guru or individual with a significant following 
on social media to promote your brand. Influencer marketing works because real, normal people 
have built a following online that trusts what they say. That gives them considerable sway. Influencers  
understand the importance of this, and they work diligently to keep their followers happy and  
engaged. This makes influencer marketing inherently YOU-centric because most successful influ-
encers care deeply about what their audience likes and appreciates. Brands that understand this  
can benefit greatly by partnering with influencers. So the question is not whether to work with  
influencers, but rather, how soon can you start?

Influencer marketing is an ideal YOU-centric marketing opportunity for most brands large  
or small because of the range of influencers (macro to micro in scope), but structuring (and  
fulfilling) an effective influencer marketing strategy takes work; there is much to think through.  
In the chapter on Instagram, micro-influencers were covered in some detail, but there is more to 
the story than just setting up the right partnership. There is also the start of the discussion, the  
why behind your influencer marketing strategy. Finding the right influencer is the easy part. 

Your brand needs to begin by thinking through and determining the goals of your influencer 
marketing strategy. Are you seeking to further your brand awareness and reach a new or broader 
audience? Are you looking to drive traffic and leads? Is your most important metric engagement? 
You need to determine your goals for adding influencer marketing to your marketing mix. 

There needs to be clearly defined objectives and something to measure against. If you don’t have 
one or two goals that justify what you are using influencer marketing to achieve, you will quickly 
find yourself with an ocean of influencers that are going in every direction except the one you want. 
Don’t under-estimate this channel. Remember, it is only getting larger and more nuanced. In fact, 
influencer marketing can become unruly if you don’t start with a specific set of outcomes/goals and 
use that as the baseline for determining where to focus your efforts. 

Start with a plan, and an ability to track that plan. Your brand needs to define how you will 
measure success. Will website traffic and social mentions be measurements? Will link building? 
How about opt-ins or sales? The analytics will be an important driver that you will need to track 
and monitor. Now is also a good time to look into data solutions. Companies such as SproutSocial 
and Later offer social analytic tools as do many influencer platforms/networks such as AspireIQ. 
Our firm recommends a combination of social tools and dashboards, as none seem to provide the 
depths of information that we seek. Nonetheless, your brand will need to regularly review, analyze 
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and utilize the data to be effective at influencer marketing so do yourself a favor and invest in one 
or more social analytic tools. 

The next step is thinking through the different ways you can use influencers to enhance your 
brand. This can be viewed from the lens of an individual campaign or an overarching strategy with 
a series of campaigns. There will be some degree of consistent tactics that you will likely execute 
regularly, but this will give you a chance to see the 360 degree view. There are three different ways 
to structure your influencer relationships or campaigns. First, there is the product exchange or free 
approach. Typically, these occur with the influencer reaching out to the brand and seeking product 
in exchange for a post or posts on their social media page. This relationship tends to come from an 
influencer who may already be a fan of your brand and tends to offer a smaller audience or lower 
follower count. There are also some influencers who will give you a shout out on their page for free. 

The second type of influencer relationship is to pay an influencer to create posts about your 
brand and products. Most companies tend to use these as one-offs (posting one or two times) 
where they have many influencers posting once. This is fairly common with brands that just want 
to reach a lot of different influencer audiences quickly. The price per posts ranges based on follower 
count and niche. 

The third type is a retainer agreement between the brand and the influencers. These are often  
referred to Brand Ambassadors who also receive free products and a consistent presence with 
your brand. Relationships of this nature tend to occur with more well-known or larger influencers. 
Please note: Influencers like these the best and for obvious reasons. For one, retainer relationships 
are longer in duration. A brand doesn’t tend to retain an influencer for a month. They retain an  
influencer for 6 months or year or beyond. Brands do this when they really want to be associated 
with the influencer and they understand the value of repetition in marketing. This structure also 
affords the opportunity for different creative assets to be used such as video, takeovers or guest 
blogging which allows for greater continuity between the brand and the influencer as well as fresh 
content creation. The other benefit is that the influencer’s audience really gets to know the brand 
and gains a firmer affinity or appreciation based on the longer-term association. Of course, not all 
brands can do this, but it is certainly wise to consider if you can. 

Once the type of relationship has been defined with the influencer it is now time to think about 
the strategy to use. Are you seeking sponsored content or something more elaborate like a recipe 
utilizing your product? Do you want to create an affiliate relationship with your influencers where 
they receive compensation for opt-ins and sales or does your brand merely provide them with 
discount codes? Do you want the influencer to attend a certain event? Your brand might only be 
looking for social mentions or an influencer to promote a giveaway. The point being there are many 
different strategies to use with influencers along with a steady stream of new ideas. So have fun with 
it for the love of Pete! The creativity is part of the joy. Our firm has found that influencers love to 
collaborate. Make sure your brand embraces this.
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Finding the Right Partnerships
Now you can focus on determining which influencers will be the best fit for reaching your 

target customer. This can be as simple as searching relevant hashtags for your business and seeing 
which influencers are using them. You can also use relevant keywords and look for influencers 
associated with the terms. Another approach is to do some influencer searches via your favorite 
search engine. Bloggers are another class of influencers who have built up their followers based 
on producing engaging content. As such, they’re another great choice and worthy of a potential  
influencer partnership. The same can be said for thought leaders or industry experts. They are  
influencers too, and should be added to your possible partner list. You can also use services like 
Alexa or influencer platforms such as Tribe. There are many options in this regard. You will find it 
fairly straightforward, and don’t worry, you will likely have more choices than your brand needs. 

The next step is to evaluate the influencer in terms of their voice, beliefs, passions and interests 
to ensure that they are in alignment with your brand. At Think, we always start by following the  
influencer to see what they post, their caption style and imagery. This gives us a chance to get 
to know them a bit prior to reaching out to them. The influencer also appreciates this approach  
because, if you have been engaging with their posts, you will have already built some rapport with 
them and have a greater propensity to create a strong partnership. That may seem like an obvious 
suggestion, but you would be surprised at how many brands instant message influencers (also a 
no-no) with generic emails such as “love your content” when they have actually never seen it. The 
influencer isn’t fooled, and this tactic starts the conversation on the wrong foot and likely won’t  
materialize into a fruitful partnership. The other miss that brands sometimes make is that they 
fall in love with an influencer from afar because they have heard of the influencer, but they  
haven’t actually seen or studied their work. For instance, some influencers use scantily clad photos 
of themselves on the beach or working out as constant fodder for their feed. That may drive a lot of 
new followers and interest, but it might be an odd fit for your brand especially if bathing suits and 
skimpy fitness gear have little to do with your brand. 

Put in the upfront work to find the right influencers, and it will pay off. The important thing 
to remember is that influencer marketing works because it is authentic. Followers of Instagram 
“celebs” (and that is what they are to their followers, mini-celebrities), believe and trust their  
influencer of choice. They see him/her brand endorsements as an extension of the influencer. The 
audience loves the influencer, and as such, they love all that he/she represents including your brand. 
That is pretty powerful stuff to a brand that wants to really connect with their audience. As a result, 
the more you respect the genuineness of the partnership the better it will perform.  

The final point to remember is that finding the right influencers is based on the audience that 
they are reaching. Don’t be moved by follower count alone. A huge follower count of young male 
millennials will not move the needle for your brand if you are trying to connect with middle aged 
women. Carefully examine the influencers audience and determine if they are the right audience 
for your brand. Our firm also recommends a diversified mix of influencers. Look for varying ages, 
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ethnicities and market focus that have application to your products and brands. For instance,  
targeting just fitness-oriented influencers for a product that is health and exercise focused may be 
the best place to start, but your brand should add in other healthy lifestyle influencers to expand  
your reach and brand awareness. This ensures that your brand doesn’t fall into the one trick pony 
category, and it engages new audiences that may not be familiar with your brand. Talk about  
a win-win.

If you have yet to jump into influencer marketing, below are a few questions to ask prior to  
forging a partnership with an influencer. These questions will give you and your team the back-
ground and understanding needed to structure a successful influencer marketing relationship  
from the start:

Questions to Ask an Influencer 
  1. How do you determine which brands you work with?

  2. How do you like to work with brands?

  3. What resonates with you with regard to our brand?

  4. Why do you want to work with us?

  5. Are you willing to attend events on our brand’s behalf?

  6. What is your average engagement rate?

  7.  What is your audience reach and why do you think your fans follow you?

  8.  What does your audience tend to respond to the best – videos, recipes,  
guest blogging, takeovers, etc?

  9.  What are some of the unique ways that you have worked with brands?

10. How has working with brands evolved for you over the years?

11.  What have been some of your most successful or effective influencer  
marketing campaigns?

12. What other brands are you currently working with?

13. Are you part of an influencer network or platform?

14. What type of analytics do you provide?

15.  What do you recommend in terms of the length of our partnership based on  
driving maximum success? 



“This timely, relevant and energizing digital marketing book reminds us of a simple truth. 
When marketing feels personal to the consumer, it is welcomed. Making your messaging and  
experience all about your customer rather than your brand leads to happy clients and a success-
ful business. This book is a must-read for any business looking to create deeper connections 
with its customers.”
 – Peggy McColl, New York Times Best Selling Author

What’s Working Now in the world of digital marketing? 

It’s a commonly asked question, regardless of the industry that you are in, the size 
of the market, competition, whether you’re a start-up or an established brand 
given the digital marketing environment has undergone a massive amount of 
change over the past 5-10 years alone. 

The good news is there is much that is working now in the digital marketing 
landscape. It just takes a shift in focus, perspective and a willingness to forge 
your own unique path, and leave the copycats behind. Are you ready to hear 
more? Good, because there is much more to share. 

Shahla Hebets’ vision has always been to help people succeed and 
by using her real world, hands-on experience she gained assisting 
companies of all ages and size grow, she was able to write this book. 
With over two decades of experience developing digital marketing 
strategies for Fortune 500 companies to small businesses, Shahla 
founded Think Media Consulting in 2016 with a focus on helping 
brands grow. 

“Success after all is only a collection of many good results. This book tells us how to get them. 
A breakthrough in modern marketing.”
 – Bob Proctor, Master Success Coach,  

Best Selling Author, Teacher in “The Secret”
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